
Name________________________________ Phone____________________Vendor ID/3 initials ____________ 
Address_________________________Email _________________________Best way to communicate__________ 
 
Vendor agreement for Vera's Iron and Vine 
Requirements, responsibilities and expectations of the artisan who wants to place items for sale at Vera's Iron and 
Vine. Responsibility of the store. 
 
The commissions/monthly rates: ________3 month minimum commitment and 15 days notice to leave store. 
_____#1: 35% commission  
_____#2: $30/month + 12% commission 
_____#3  Working vendor (see below)  
 
Vendor/Artisan: please initial  
_________The Artisan is responsible for tagging and pricing their products. Tags should be printed or neatly written and include 
the price, description (if needed) and vendor ID/3 initials. (Tags and displays)  Be creative, handcrafted tags pair well with hand 
crafted product. Some pieces are too small for anything but "stick on" tags,  this is acceptable IF all information is on tags and 
they will stick well. The Artisan is responsible for any specific displays needed (construction of which can be discussed with 
John or Vera).  
 
_______The Artisan is responsible for communicating with Vera, John or a working artisan about restocking needs or rotating 
their products on a regular basis (every 3-4 weeks) This is so there's always a good selection of your product and it keeps it well 
stocked and looking fresh. We ENCOURAGE you to visit often to check that we are meeting your expectations too.  
 
_______The Artisan is responsible for corresponding with Vera and John about product needs and general information. We 
highly recommended Facebook messenger group, also text, phone, and email. Communication is key to ensuring a successful 
business relationship._______ If communication lapses for an extended period of time (4-6 weeks) and the store has exhausted 
all attempts, the product(s) remaining become property of the store. 
 
 ______In order to maintain membership through the following year you cannot “pull out” in December and “return” the 
following spring. You will be required to pay retro months to return in spring. 
 
_______ Artisans who want to expand or branch out please be aware- all new items MUST be approved before they go on the 
sales floor. (You can’t bring in paintings if you were juried in for dolls)  
 
Working vendor/salesperson: 
 Those who wish to be a working vendor will be interviewed to determine qualifications for the needs of the store. Must have an 
outgoing retail personality and willingness to engage with the public.  If selected you will be put on a rotation schedule. All 
working vendors will be expected to attend monthly meetings to help develop interpersonal relations, keep up with changes and 
to help learn the product(s) and information of the other Artisans.  You will only be charged 12% commission from sales to help 
with costs of credit card fees, office supplies, advertising, and help with utilities. _____2 days per month required. Must sign up 
for working days by ____  of month to forecast store needs. You Must find someone to cover the store if you cannot work/sick 
and make up the days missed.  
 
The Store:  
  Vera started this store with a deep desire to encourage the creative process, explore and implement innovative ideas and nurture 
relationships while having fun collaborating with artists and selling your beautifully handcrafted items!  
  The store is responsible for supporting your products, advertising, maintaining an inviting sales environment and promoting a 
positive destination. We will maintain communication with you and host spcial events to promote the store and it’s artisans. We 
hope you will attend and invite freinds and family.  
Checks are written mid-month for PRIOR months sales. Ex: sales from January 1-31 check will be written Feb 15th and so on.  
 
I ______________________hearby agree to the terms and conditions of this contract.   Date ________________  
127 Broadway Farmington Maine 04938   verajohnson@zoho.com  johnschipofftheoldblock@gmail.com 

mailto:verajohnson@zoho.com


 
 
 


